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AI Cohen
Monologue at Russo's

If you have nothing better

to do some day
look at the noise of life
hear its taste.
Never mind distractions
of the mind. The past
is all waste in the floppy
disk of your cortex,
an archived file
decrypted only in dreams,
and silent as hell.
Taste the seductive blackberryhere, now- on the grocer's shelf.
Steal it into your self.
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Christine Maxson
Untitled

James Garrett
A Crab Apple Tree In Pennsylvania

The sign read "89 Acres For Sale or Rent"
and that summer all of it was ours.
Our father rented the old farmhouse
between soybean and com;
I was nine, my sister eight.
All summer our mother warned:
Don't eat the fertilizer,
the rabbit pellets, the crab apples.
We liked to play
under a crab apple tree
in a field of tall grass,
a tree with branches low enough
for us to pick from.
"Don't eat the apples," she insisted.
"They're crab apples."
I wanted one, not to eat
but to hold in my hand,
stuff in my pocket, throw
in the air, hide in the grass.
The tree, we said, was crabby,
like our mother that summer,
its branches like her hair on a pillow
spread around us as we played,
the hard red apples our treasures.
It was a long summer,
games in the com field,
hideouts in the soybean,
news from the hospital,
and one quiet, stolen afternoon
in the shade of the tree,
the sour fruit in our mouths.
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eileen connery

Gramma

She appeared hunched
in her white beehive
do with her
polyester gown, off-white.
All would be well now.
Everything was in place:
A glistening vodka on the right.
A half-cashed Tarreyton on the left,
And a stack of kleenex for her
sudden attacks of phlegm.
She asked for a cup of black
coffee with plenty of sugar,
her sweet delight.
Her cold hands reached
for my small hands
clenched tightly
in my lap.
A faint click kept
time moving.

Ed Dulzer

At the Vietnam Memorial

9

David Humphries
Audio Ammunition
1

My fire-stick broke.
I was leaning on my gun,
waiting in the d sert heat
to ambush the cowboys,
when my cap gun twtstcd, cracked,
and broke,
just as a cowboy
rounded the comer.
I had to use
audio arnmuni tion:
''ba-ba-bang,
ban9-bang-bang,
You re dead Joey."
Victory
for the Indians.

2
The neighborhood's second generation
of kids still play
Cops and Robbers, Cowboys and Indians,
and War,
but I'm an adult,
so
summer equals chores,
and recreation comes
in aluminum cans
on aluminum lawn chairs.
3
My neighbor, Frank,
and I sit
and sweat the sweat of the same leafy tasks,
as we drink
in the dusk
owned by crazy insects
trying to beat the dark,
wnile across the chain fence,
the kids are shooting audio ammunition
in a chase for military glory.
''When I went to Vietnam,"
Frank begins;
I accidentally wince.
His words continue, slowly,
wet with distant jungles and foreign sweat,
and I nod my head, again and agam,
to dodge the audio ammunition
that ricochets from both sides of the fence
and punctures the silence
of insects.

N.R.
Man

10

I saw a little white thing, like a crusty
old moth ball attached to the wood of the
dock. I just flicked it with my thumb and
forefinger, never giving it a second thought.
Until a spider came screaming out ... wet, brown
scurrying for some kind of shelter, the Mama
had its babies on its back. Repulsed, I flicked
at the spider, too, sending it and her many
children into the water. And that was the end
of that spider family - Thanks to me and my
stupid finger.

Mary Luetkemeyer Cohen
A Saturday in October

11

Rain rains down deep
into dry thirsty throats
of Mother
Earth shifting, sifting
to settle herself
beneath us all.
Like our birth mother
we ignore her
lessons.
Waking up, I see
oak arms dark
with wet
reaching protectively
across acres of
neighbors.

Maryrose Flanigan
We Have the Largest Natural Lake in Pennsylvania

The air is not just still here in August, it's dead.
The lake peeks through, sparkling
in-between and beyond
the flat little houses.
It appears right after you
pass through the golf course
divided by the highway
guardrailed with a double yellow line
(watch out for golf carts).
The lake matches nothing
in this town.
Only the sky above it
its ethereal sister
they regard and console each other
through the night
while a solitary boat with a light
(drinking or fishing)
as the thought resurfaces
(how many have died here at night)
each time it is pushed back down
under the glimmering black water
reflecting the sky.
In the daylight
the rest of the town
built around crossroads:
several gas stations
beer distributors
half-alive restaurant/lounges
ambitious tiny real estate offices
(expensive lakefront property)
Let's see, what else ...
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Maryrose Flanigan

a Society bank
a couple of fruit stands
along the highway
on your way out.
The summer people
(with several cars in the driveway,
and parties, barbecues)
and the people that actually live here
(all year)
vinegar and water
they look past each other in the supermarket
(then look back).
The generations are evident
in church
to the outsider, arriving.
The cycle is obvious here
but they ignore it
on the fringe, changeless.
They ignore it all here,
they still have flags up
not from this past war, necessarily
but from the one before
the one before.

Gina Rich
Street Players
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Kate Ranft
Love, Letters, and Music

Every week Boris received letters from Moscow. Th y were not for him.
They were for Vera, who was also in Moscow. When he retu rned from
London to dance "Firebird," he cornered Vera backstage and slipped them
into her pocket. "From Igor," he whispered or maybe he did n't ha vc to say
anything. She nodded in her nervousness, pressed his hand in thanks. He
was not interested in the details of their romance. If her husband found out,
it was better for him to know nothing. He exchanged a few letters: that is
all.
In two days she was back with the letters. '1t is too dangerous for me to
keep them," she told him. He stuffed them in hiscoatpocket. Fora Russian
woman Vera was petite. He was a dancer. Hehadastrongwalk. Heisquite
a friend, he thought. She handed him a single envelope, stuffed with her
long response. Her handwriting was unpolished and hurried. Now he
must track Igor down. Boris carried fate in his pocket. He understood that
romance filled with secrecy heightened its passion, and the maestro must
create. He wrote, "I think of you and compose music, such music as would
touch you."

Seventy years later, Martha reads in the Chicago Tribune aboutthe secret
love lettersoflgorStravinsky to Vera Sudeikina- Mrs. Sudeikina,a painter
at the Ballet Russe where her husband, Sergei, was an artist. The letters are
up for auction at Sotheby' sin Monaco. They are expected to bring between
$1,700and $3,500each. Martha has romantic visions of Vera pressed against
a stage door, enwrapped in the passions of the Russian composer. Impossible
to steal away with Sergei lurking behind the scenery, brooding, suspicious,
a tyrant. They must enjoy only brief moments together. Martha lets herself
get carried away in the details of the dream; the thick brown wool of Vera's
coat, the slight curl in Vera's hair. It is late on a Monday morning, and
Martha is nestled in her favorite chair. Her feet rest on an ottoman; her mug
holds only the last, sweetest drops of tea. Her brown hair is held away from
her face by a barrette. She is complaisant. The room is filled with whites and
creams. Sheer curtains dance as far as they can into the center of the room.
The windows are open. The traffic spumes noise that she can hardly
distinguish from the sounds of her apartment. The sputterings of the
radiator, the dragging of a bus, the soft give of the floorboards all seem part
of some intransient world.
No work for Martha today. The weekend was one of prior engagements.
Today it is good not to get dressed. It is good to hear the noontime traffic
and not be part of it. Three people wanted to join her for lunch on Saturday.
There was shopping with her sister, a short, but potent visit with her mom,
and a trip to the salon. And of course, at night there was Bill who took her
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to dinner - always dinner and a movie or a show. She sips the last of her
tea and thinks about Bill, how he is like the grain of a beautiful piece of
wood, how his hands grip the steering wheel when he drives. They are cool
hands. The hands of a man who is patient. "Would you enjoy a trip to the
country?" he asks her. ''Would you like to come with me to hunt for
antiques?" Bill has a certain selfless way, she thinks. He treats me like a gold
balloon. The stereo sends lines of classical music around the room, under
her chair; it flies through the empty bird cage, out the window to the street;
but gently, so that anyone passing by must strain to recognize the second
movement of Beethoven's piano concerto. ''The Emperor," they might
know or wonder.
She crinkles the newspaper in her lap. The story oflgor and Vera reminds
her of her father and a woman, Mrs. Braumuller. She lived with her
husband in a large grey house across the alley. On his way to school, he
picked at milkweeds that grew along the fences and garage walls. He
slashed them at garbage cans and the boughs of trees, Mrs. Braumuller'scat
who scratched him from thigh to shin. She came running from her back
porch, a flour sack dish towel tied around her waist. He stood on a chair
while she washed his leg. Her whole house smelled like chicken soup. They
stayed friends. Now her husband is dead . After his death, Martha's father
stopped by to check on her.
"He knew Richard Strauss - did you know that?" She cut the coffeecake
and set it before him.
Martha's father nodded. "He once showed me the letters," he said.
''Their fathers were old friends. They both played the horn. Heinrich
played the horn, too. So naturally, they became friends." She sat down to
eat a piece of her own cake. She thought back to a time she could not have
known about, a time she dreamt up, a time back in Germany before her
husband sailed over to accept a job and meet her. "They kept in touch. He
was a very philosophical man, Richard."
"They never met again?"
She shook her head. She seemed faded, lost.
''What happened to those letters?"
"Oh, I found them in his dresser when we went through his things. But
I am too old to do anything with them. Maybe you would like them?" A
smile came over her face. '1 know how much you love music." She got up
and disappeared into the other room.
"Oh, no," he called to her. ''They're too valuable. I shouldn't take them.
Someone will want to buy them from you."
She came back with a faded dusty cigar box, the top unable to fall into
place because of the volume of letters inside. ''Heinrich left me enough
money. You take them," she said and handed him the dusty box.
He picked up the first letter with a ginger, careful hand. He saw the faded
European script of the great German composer, the same script that laboriously wrote out the score for "Ein Heldenleben" note by note. Joseph
remembered hearing his music for the first time in a concert hall, how the
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music filled him, waves of music that lingered inside him so he d id not want
to hear the next piece on the program; he did not want t spoil it. This music
and these letters came from the same mind. Music of passion, of violence.
Music that could not be hummed, that could only be felt in rapture, but not
explained. Richard gave it to the world. A gift. And at night, after hours
of composing or conducting, after the premier of "Salome" or "Elektra," he
sat at his desk to write Heinrich a letter? The absurdity of it hit Joseph all
too hard. What could the boyhood friends have written about? A lamb they
once loved, their days of practice when other boys were kissing girls,
fascism, Wagner and Cosima, secrets maybe? And here Mrs. Braumuller
placed it all in his lap, the power, the unique privil ge to find out. No one,
not a single other person in the world would know, not even the old woman
beside him. Only he would know the answers until he decided to contact
So theby's.
The edges of the letter were yellow and creased. He glanced at the top.
May 1896. '1 am working on another tone poem . . ." The old woman didn't
know what she had. History through a childhood friend that kept in touch.
A relationship that did not involve her, but from which she could no longer
separate herself.
He replaced it at the top of the pile. "I can't take these," he said. ''You do
something with them."
"If you don't take them, I will throw them in the fire." She cleared the
dishes. He got up to leave.
How many times Martha feared that story, how her father lost a piece of
history for the world. It became a family joke, a lighthearted tale told at
dinner. Someone would tell the story, her father's head lowered with a
funny half smile. "Oh no," the punch line went, "don't give me those letters
- they're too valuable!" A round of laughter as the children remembered
the story in their own way. A sense of their father was what they were after;
a sense of a great man was what he had wanted.
The world is touched by letters, Martha thinks, and now almost no one
writes at all. When was the last time she sat down to write a few good lines
past the weather and her mundane routine? All those people she meant to
keep in touch with clasped together with a promise of words. College
friends, friends from her home town, a girl who moved away, a pen pal from
Spain. At one time, the circles of her life extended out so far that she
scrambled to contain it. Friends who held her secrets, walked with her and
told the story of their one true love, their lavender dreams, their maple tree
understandings. The world was large and wide. Like the goodness of this
monday morning, it was good to walk by a lake with your friends and
promise to write, and get together every summer no matter what. The old
life, Martha thinks. Life carries you away in waves like a bobber on a fishing
line that slowly drifts on the surface of the water.
Martha runs over all the things she did in her thirty-two years and thinks
she has lived a long time. The expanse of her world slowly became a box.
She tucked herself away in a small nothern college, met her one true love,
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and married soon after graduation. Her trip to Europe, the violin, her plan
to read the Russians, her hopes of season tickets to the opera and the
symphony became cluttered and brittle, mixed with raw vegetables ripening on the sill, waiting to be used. Her friends went away to do the same.
And somehow it was better they had disappeared. How could she admit to
a soulmate that she was now living in a box? After her divorce a year ago
she did get the symphony tickets, a gift to herself. Bill, gracious Bill, wore
only her favorite ties, extended his arm and reaped her easily into some
sensuous cloud. How she loved it, getting dressed, earrings, beads, dinner,
wine, the concert hall. Bill did not care for classical music, but he cared for
her. Truly- her caretaker. He did not buy her presents. He did not plan geta-way weekends in New York. But he made her popcorn; he helped her
wallpaper; once he brought her a bouquet of wheat. He reminded her of
rain, of sitting on an old porch and watching it rain, of thinking that it was
good to be able to feel the wetness of the air, how the rain brought the smell
of summer up close. Sometimes, in the morning she could wake up and feel
the vibrancy of life, and at other times, be saddened by it all. She felt herself
mellowing. She would reach for Bill's cool hands.
One day, before Bill, while Martha was still married, she received a letter
at work. "I am so glad we talked," wrote Kevin, "you inspire me. Thinking
of you has allowed me to finish three projects I had set aside for lost."
How awkward, thought Martha. What a strange way of putting things.
The letter excited her, made her nervous, made her fantasize, but repulsed
her, too, in a way she could not name. Kevin worked in the research
department, and it angered her to know he was thinking of her as his muse.
He had no right. She did not want to be his inspiration, but she could not
control it-and that made her uneasy. Who knew who could be
thinking, dreaming, fantasizing about her? She began to look at people
differently, people in the elevator, the mail clerk. She felt she had lost her
privacy. She felt violated.
And yet, despite those feelings that held her back, she was attracted to
him, strongly. It was not so much the way he looked, (he was dark and of
normal build) as it was this element of possession that did it. He could think
about her all he wished-but she made the final choice. She could resist him.
And she would. So who possessed whom? It was a delicate thing, this
attraction. In the end she decided he was just too matter of fact for her. No,
she couldn't have an affair with any man who wanted to make love to her
just so he could get his work done.
He sent her a note: "Meet me tomorrow at Cafe Babino," it said. He knew
of her attraction, there was no denying that: perhaps others knew it. She
could not be sure. Research was such a quiet department; they brought their
lunch and played chess on computers. They never seemed to notice who
walked by, who gave them memos, who fixed the copy machine. Yet, they
always knew who was about to get fired before anyone else. And if there
were rumblings about a bonus or promotion: research knew weeks before.
How peculiar they were. Kevin, for all his practicality, was peculiar, too. He
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consistently spoke about his wife to her in a way not at all begrudging, but
almost tantalizingly affectionate. She did not understand. He was manipulating her right back. His note, on yellow legal paper, rested unsigned on
her desk. "I have been wanting to tell you for days, but it seemed too risky/'
it said.
A quick brisk tremble moved through her body. A rendezvous, secrecy,
intrigue, the other woman. This was almost enough to make her give in.
That night she hardly slept. She thought of her husband and seven years of
marriage. She might cheat on him. But Kevin was married, too. Kevin had
children, a picture of his wife on his desk. Suddenly, she felt she could not
betray his wife, a woman she knew nothing about. She could only imagine
what it might be like to be married to someone who talked so lovingly about
her, so consistently, but somehow with so much emptiness, really. How like
her own marriage in a way. After seven years Martha was married to the
empty shell of her one true love. She did not feel free. Seven more years
could smother her. Did she recognize this in the picture, in the eyes of the
woman in the picture on Kevin' sdesk? She could not betray their affinitude.
She could not betray this woman who, if they ever met, would see the same
trapped stance, the same mellowing spirit.
Kevin walked past her office, the letter still in her hands. At the bottom,
Kevin wrote, "Destroy this letter when you are done reading it." The power
returns now in even greater waves. She knows his story. Yes, there is
something all too sneaky in it. Be his muse. Make love to him at lunchtime
but tell no one. She will keep this letter for years and years.

..

..

..

In her wandering thoughts, Martha has lost track of the time that
navigates the outside world. The curtains now are still. The midday heat
rises from the sidewalks up to trees and balconies. Beethoven's concerto has
long stopped playing on her stereo. She reaches over, extending her arm in
an awkward way, to shut the tape player off.
At thirty-one Beethoven wrote three letters to his Immortal Beloved, a
true muse. He thought of her daily, could hardly organize his thoughts on
paper for the love of her.
Good Morning on July 7
Though still in bed my thoughts go out to you, my Immortal
Beloved, now and then joyfully, then sadly, waiting to learn whether
ornotfatewill hear us. I can liveonlywhollywithyou or not at allyes, I am resolved to wander so long away from you until I can fly
to your arms and say that I am really at home, send my soul
enwrapped in you to the land of spirits.
To the world she is a mystery woman, the Countess Guilietta Guiccardi,
Therese von Brunswick, Bettina Brentano von Arnim, a score of eight or
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nine others. But for Beethoven, she was hi tru e and on ly treasure. The gods
must allow them to be together. Was Igor Stravinsky as sentimental
towards Vera? Martha wonders what he w rote to make her steal into the
blackness backstage to receive a kiss from hi m, her Immortal Beloved. "I
thinkonlyofyou," hisword soundinhermind wi thoutrest. Andthegood
friend, Boris Kochno risked to bring them together. Martha feels he loved
Vera, too. He mu st. Or perhaps he recogn ized what must be sacrificed for
great art. Beethoven n ver married. Boris will never let such a tragedy
happen again. Music must win ou t. If Igor needs Vera, if Igor cannot be
happy without her, if somethmg were to prevent Igor from composing a
single note--a single note-then Boris must do what he can. A dancer, he
understands the importance of mustc to life. When Boris returned to
London, there were two more letters waiting. Igor lost no time in his reply.
He placed them carefully on a sil ver tray, the winds of "Firebird" playing
incessantly m his head.
Nineteen years later Vera's husband fi nally died. It has been a long and
torturous time. Boris had long ceased his role as go-between. Sergei was
quoted as saying, "I cannot be responsible for my actions. I could kill her."
Perhaps now everyone at the Ballet Russe has heard of the scandal. Boris
might truly have been in danger. Vera and Igor must keep things more
quiet. But now that Sergei is dead, they agree to marry. Boris wondered if
history will remember him.
Martha remembers how two years ago, she let the noon hour slip by in
a different way. She tries to picture how Kevin arranged for a quiet table in
the corner of Cafe Babino. Perhaps he ordered wine, buttered a roll. Did he
flush as the waitress took his order? Did he cringe over his revealing words
exposed on the top of Martha's desk? A fool, thought Martha. He will
return to her indignant. She sat in her office and watched as red numbers
signalled the passing of one o'clock. She was nervous. She shoved her
uneaten sandwich back into its bag. She sipped her Diet Coke. She took
some files across the office, attended a meeting. By two-thirty it was clear
that Kevin was not returning. The safest thing to do. Tonight she will relax
in a long bubble bath. By morning she will be able to face Kevin in a cool and
indirect manner. He misjudged her feelings, she will make it seem. But she
will keep the letter.

Boris is dead . They are all dead. So now the world can grab at their
private lives like thieves. How ironic that Sotheby's could expose what
Boris strov so hard to keep pri vate. They are exposed in death. When
Beethoven died, his three letters are found in a safe deposit box along with
some bonds. Stravinsky's letters were not found until Boris died in
December of1990. He was faithful to the end. Vera died in 1982. Stravinsky
in 1971.
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Like the libretto to "Fidelio" music is not realized until it is heard.
What is written in a letter is not fully reali zed until it is read. If no one ever
reads Stravinsky's letters, is he rea II y d cad? Martha wonders. H ts thoughts
are only partially transmitted, like a radio that is not turned on . Words in
limbo. Martha is glad her father lost Strauss' 1 tters, glad Mrs. Bramuller
threw them in the fire. Let the world wonder.
Now, as Martha sits with the paper in her lap, she smiles to herself. She
could have been Vera, the muse of another man. She could have stolen away
to deserted viaducts, parking lots, expensive hotels, and fulfilled the desire
of a beautiful man. But for Vera and Igor it was love. For she and Kevin it
was manipulation. And he was married- if not happily- that was not her
fault. She would not be his Immortal Beloved. She was not quite sure that
was ever part of the offer. But she would not sacrifice herself for him. Still,
if he had written another sort of letter, things might have been different. In
nine months her marriage falls apart anyway. And now there is Bill and his
soft amiability. Bill who will take her to the symphony and touch her bare
shoulders with his assuring hands. Yes, she will go about things differently
this time.

AI Cohen
Stigmata

I still have this image of Dave bareassed on knees one dark night
praying in my daughter's room
while his cigarette was quietly burning
a hole in the decorator carpet.
We left it so, even after he died
and my wife stopped smoking.
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Geoffrey Polk
Rowing

No sound except for the oars slowly
gulping water and the waves brushing
the bow like the world pulling the dreamer
from the dream, gently, insistently.
Daylight glides down to rest on the
rocking buoy; the boat pulls pale light
into day. Muscles strain against
the current-black water, hollow heart.
Then more sounds: morning bells
from distant churches and schoolyards
and the boat's creaking wooden pew
as the rower leans forward, holding
and held by the smooth, curved oars.
The boat enters the bay like a single
drop of rain. The oars dip and dip again
like a bird skipping over the water,
seeking the day's sustenance.

Marc Gemellaro
Slippers and Supper

A while ago I would date
You with an empty purse,
Marry you at twenty to be
A house wife, and mother
Three and a half of your children.
A meal and slippers, waiting
For your return from work,
Were the simplest of needs.
I went to the opera, but never
Left the house.
You were the king.
And only when I realized the
Gift of birth that was granted
To me did I feel pity for you.
Tonight, at 6:00, slippers
And supper wait for your
Arrival.
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PJ Hruschak

Anastasia

Megan Larkin
Varied Responses to Collisions with Animals

Driving along Moon Run Road
in the blackness
of the middle of the night,
a deer came prancing
across the road,
stopping only to glare directly
into the oncoming headlights
of my brand new car.
As I slammed on the brakes
and hydro-planed over the
water-covered paved back road,
the deer smashed into the bumper,
rolled onto the hood,
and cracked the windshield
with its delicate hoofs.
Erin started wailing
that we murdered a deer.
My wife started rejoicing,
and praying thanks to God
that we were still alive.
I sat and stared
at the demolished remains
of my brand new car.
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Maggie Kenny
Taking Your Place
Naturally
we would prefer seven cpiphanie
a day and an earth not 50
apparently devoid of angel . •
Pearl one, knit two at th hands of
a woman looking too young for
bingo, after Mass, each day at four.
Friday's usual, ham and cole slaw,
each in its own plastic compartment.
Why does the orderly choo that table,
right next to the blank-faced card,
your first-born,
promising she'd visit this Easter Sunday?
That was 1972,
but far from over.
Paper flower-making in the
activity room. You cannot help
but remember the six rose ,
moist pink fingertips, placed as an
expected surprise by your husband of
forty-two years, ach payday, on
the kitchen tabletop.
All seasons now seem as one,
and do not compare,
somehow.
The realm of angels ceases to amaze,
compared too often with the
everyday you used to lead.
We take what we're given,
nothing more.

• with help from Jim Harrison "Letters To Yesenin"

Tim Calhoun

Yes

slight turn
of your head
in the
dappling
of the elm's shadow
across your eyes
butterflies of light
and then
the smell of flowers
in late May
the earth and you
sing
the near lyric
until my hand
reaches tremulous
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Sandre Marusic
do you douche?

Fantastical commercials
display themselves on the tube
spilling images
of mother and daughter
walking along the
strand where water
and vinegar waves
kiss their feet pretending
to cleanse, perhaps,
a relationship that was
once timid and is now free.
Pouring into our living
rooms, you proclaim some
hidden message inside
such an embarrassing question.
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Consolation Casserole

Pappy's funeral was pretty uneventful until Aunt Cornelia showed up
with a man other than Uncle Gib. The same Aunt Cornelia who ran off to
Cinci to become a beautician and came back to Waldo married to Uncle Gib.
The same Aunt Cornelia that wore purple-grape eyeshadow and dyed her
goldenrod hair volcanic orange. So it wasn't much of a surprise when the
same Aunt Cornelia arrived at Pappy's funeral luncheon on the ann of a
man other than Uncle Gib.
Pappy wasn't my real grandfather. My real grandfather died in a milling
accident when my dad was a boy. From what Dad told me, my real
grandfather was replacing a ru sted pane in the silo base when someone
decided to auger in a fresh load of com, and he drowned in a sea of kernels.
All Pappy said about the accident was "never try to do two jobs at once."
Pappy was my grandfather's brother, and he lived with us (by us I mean me
and Cliff and Mom and Dad) ever since I can remember. In fact, he quit his
job at the mill and moved in with Gramma, Dad, and Dad's sister Cornelia,
just after the funeral. Gramma died a couple of years later from what Pappy
claimed to be loneliness, and when Dad inherited the house, he also
inherited Pappy.
Like all the Fourth of July picnics and big wedding anniversaries and
milestone birthdays, there was too much food and even more beer at the
funeral luncheon. Men with thick wrist watches and calloused hands told
jokes they told at the last gathering, and everyone laughed although it was
even less funny than the first, second, and third times they heard them. We
were all enjoying ourselves and said Pappy would have wanted it that way,
that he wouldn't want people crying and fussing over him. That was true.
In fact, Pappy himself treated funerals more like parties than anything else.
The last funeral I went to with Pappy, not including his own, was Aunt
Genevieve's, who was Mom's great-aunt. He got up early that Saturday
morning, put on his favorite red and white polka-dot bow tie and his suit,
his "church-going-suit" with a blue and gold tin of Gold Bond medicated
powder in the breast pocket which he sprinkled down the front of his pants
whenever the need struck him, and read the newspaper comics until it was
time to go. He was glad she died, although he kept his joy blanketed,
especially around Mom. He loved Mom like a little boy, as if she was old
enough to be his own mother. But when it came to Aunt Genevieve (no, not
Auntie Gen), he thought that dying in her sleep was too kind, and he was
looking forward to the opportunity to having a good time at the funeral of
a woman who frowned upon anything fun.
Pappy always said of funerals, during the gathering afterwards with a
mouth stuffed with rhubarb pie, that you could tell howgreata man was by
the size of his pallbearers. I think he meant that you could tell how popular
a person was by the number of people who turned out for the funeral,
especially in frozen January. He made this same observation at Aunt
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Genevieve's fu~er~l, poki~g ~e in the ribs with a sharp elbow, golden flaky
crust crumbs chngmg to h1s fishy mouth. But Aunt Gene i ve was a very
large woman, and the swelling from the embalming fluid made her skin
stretch like the yellow bags that wrap the Sunday paper, so I wasn't sure
whether he was making an observation about her w ight, or if he was
referring to the small number of people that turned out on a rilliant
October day.
I was wondering about this at Pappy's funeral. Everybody in Waldo that
I knew was there, along with a bunch of folks I never laid eyes on. Even
Judge Wright, who Pappy had resented and feuded with over spitting
tobacco juice on public sidewalks since they were young men, came to pay
a visit to the man that called him a "goddamn scoundrel" at a public debate
the first year he ran for office. The judge knew this was a great chance to do
some handshaking and back patting with virtually everyone at Haischmidt' s
Funeral Parlor. It beat going door to door, and it especially beat going
church-to-church.
We were all enjoying ourselves at the reception that followed Pappy's
funeral until Aunt Cornelia showed up with a man who wasn't Uncle Gib,
but the handyman Darryl Edwards. I had heard her name floating around
the parlor room with the organ music, and people were surprised that she
wasn't there. I heard somebody mumble through the stillness of the closing
words that it wasn't right that his own niece, a girl he helped raise after her
own father died, wasn't there. But Mom and Dad made no mention of it.
Just after the dirty work was done, when people were just starting to feel like
themselves again among the bingo hall tables of food and beer, she showed
up.
No one had anything to say when Aunt Cornelia first paraded into the
room on the arm of Darryl Edwards. He was the dusty, suspectedly dimwitted handyman who collected hammers and lived up in Aunt Cornelia's
and Uncle Gib's attic in return for upkeep around the house. Even Judge
Wright, who was standing by the door so he wouldn't miss anyone, was for
a lack of words. He just smiled with the toothiest, honest-politician-smile
he could muster, and said her name, more to himself than to her, and stuck
out a smooth, well-manicured hand. Hecompleteiyignored Darryl Edwards,
which was easy to do with his stooped shoulders and leather face. He
excused himself to say hello to the Powells, who lived the next farm up from
us and raised llamas. Dad wasn't an influential man, but he was respected,
and the judge didn't want to lose the vote of a respected man.
Aunt Cornelia and Darryl Edwards made their way past the tables of
food, Darryl Edwards snitching a brownie here and a triangle of club
sandwich there, and over to where I stood next to Dad and Mom and Cliff.
Darryl Edwards' collection of hammers was well-known throughout Waldo.
They lined the studs of the unplastered attic walls according to weight. He
used square-headed concrete spikes to support the ash-handled fifteen
pound sledge he used for tearing out crumbling sidewalks, and two sewing
needles for the eight ounce tack hammer. From ball peen to hook to rubber
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mallets, he had them all. He claimed there was only one hammer right for
each job, although Pappy said a real man could make grain from rock.
The rush of anticipation of what Dad might say or do made my sinuses
suddenly open like the seconds right before he backhanded me and Oiff
years back for shooting our B.B. guns at the Powell's llamas. The bingo hall
had the same humid and musty smell of the nursing home Aunt Genevieve
spent her last days in. The smell of blue-haired old ladies dressed in faded
flower prints and old men muttering to themselves and digging at big and
sagging ears with a spare finger.
Dad gave her a nod, treating Aunt Cornelia like someone he knew the
face of, but couldn't remember her name. Darryl Edwards was again
invisible, his cracked-com smile grimacing a look between constipation and
bewilderment.
"Running a little late, Cornelia," Dad said.
Dad wasn't the type of man to hit a woman, much less his own sister, but
I, along with everyone else in the bingo hall, was more than a little bit
surprised when he didn't slap Aunt Cornelia. Oiff whispered that it was
because Dad was getting older, but I didn't buy that because I was sure that
he could still bust either of our heads, and would if he thought it deserved.
Dad still worked at the feed mill raking grain and stacking bales of hay six
days a week, eight hours a day, even though he was the foreman. He had
Popeye-forearms as proof of his physical work.
"Is this the best you can give Pappy?" Dad said. His hands fumbled with
the loose change in his pocket. "Is this all Pappy deserves from you?"
He tried to stare at her right in the eyes, but the plume of feathers pasted
to the felt bowl of a hat pinned snugly to the crown of her orange-orange hair
made his eyes dance up and down. Eyes, hat. Eyes, hat, Darryl Edwards.
Hat, eyes, Darryl Edwards.
"I tried to make it on time but-"
"Look," Dad said, ''I'm not interested in your excuses."
Darryl Edwards excused himself, as if Dad had acknowledged his
presence, and headed back over to the spread of pastries, bean dishes, and
consolation casseroles. He slumped past the paper plates and plasticware
and neatly stacked an island of food on his palm and up to his wrist. His
movements were precise and calculated, first looking over the four trays of
brownies, searching for the most square of equivalent size to use as the
foundation. He considered the bean dishes briefly, but saw the lack of
consistency in them so, Darryl Edwards went straight to the cold cuts and
finger sandwiches. He slapped roasted and corned beef on top of the
brownie base, followed by cheddar cheese, and roofed it all with the crusts
of rye loaves. No mayonnaise or mustard or even butter. Not even a glass
of water to wash it down. He stood in front of the bread and started eating
his way down, one section at a time, never mixing layers, never taking bites.
One entire piece at a time. Waldo wasn't big society, but we still had
manners and common sense. Never trust a man with two first names,
Pappy used to say. No sir, never trust a man with two first names. Darryl
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Edwards, the hammer handyman, with his hand of food.
Dad took Aunt Cornelia by the elbow to escort out into the entryway,
where all of the flowers from the funeral home sat sorrowfully in d usters.
The entrance was small, and it was difficult to walk th rough it without
making the arrangements sway. Dad wanted to argue with her in privat
about her missing the actual service and arriving without Uncle Cib, about
showing up with him. His voice grew louder than the distance th y moved
and each word that fired from his mouth was booming. Dad reminded me
of the channel cat which hid among the smooth rocks and weathered tree
stumps in Buckeye Lake, the way he would dart out and lash at her for a
moment, then retreat again into his thoughts.
Everyone's attention turned to DarrylEdwardsand his mountainof food
in their attempt to give privacy, even if it was only a gesture. People began
to talk again, only this time in hushed voices, as if they feared stirring up
Dad like a nest of hornets. And all the while Darryl Edwards kept eating,
unbothered by the thick, peanut butter tension. I tried to think of what
profound statement Pappy might have made about Darry Edwards.
Pappy used to speak in a puzzle of cliches. He like to refer to them as
maxims or proverbs, as if they were somehow biblical, but there was
nothing mystical or profound in what he said. Just a round about way of
stating the obvious. His most recent favorite, before his death, was, "One
man's meat is another man's poison." He first used this when Cliff and I
were sitting on the front porch one summer evening having a few cold ones
and Cliff bought up Harry Evans' marriage to Dorothy Perkins. Harry was
worldly big and muscular, with a face as hard and smooth as marbleswirled clay. He shattered all the rushing records at Montgomery County
High School, and was the closest thing to a celebrity there was. He ended
up marrying Dorothy Perkins, who was the kind of woman that you'd
walk past and not see. It wasn't that she was ugly, you'd notice her if she
was ugly. She was unbelievably plain. No make-up, hair always up in a
bun, an Elmer's All-Purpose Paste complexion. And there was a quietness
about her, that would make you think that she was making faces behind
your back. No one could understand the attraction between the two. Of
course, no one said anything about Harry's choice of women, at least not in
front of him.
Cliff stopped for a moment while we were discussing the marriage, and
turned his head toward the rose bush that grew wedged between the white
wooden siding of the house and the corner of the porch. The bush was
shaking, not just the leaves, but the stems and main stalk. Withered petals
from dying blossoms snowed to the ground. Cliff flipped his empty bottle
at the base of the rose bush, at what he thought (he later explained at the
dinner table) was Rex, our neighbor the Powell's mutt, digging in the flower
bed. Pappy's piercing shout told us it wasn't.
"Goddamn it, don't you goddamn boys know what a goddamn trash can
is for?" he said throwing the bottle overhand at Cliff.
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Cliff ducked and fell off the railing onto the lawn chairs. The bottle
exploded on the sidewalk, and bits of cola-colored glass flew into the yard.
"And remember, one man's meat is another man's poison. Yes sir,"
Pappy said still rubbing his shoulder, his voice strained as he reached his
arm farther around his neck to rub lower. He stopped rubbing and pulled
the tin of Gold Bond medicated powder from inside his trouser waistband.
He loosened his belt and opened his pants, shaking the tin inside his white
and blue striped boxers. "One man's meat is another man's poison.
Remember that.''
At the time Cliff and I thought Pappy was talking about the beer bottle.
That was the thing about Pappy, you were never quite sure what he was
talking about.
Watching Darryl Ecwards eat was initially amusing, with his jaw stiffly
chewing entire chunks of food at a time. But after a minute or two it became
too much, his gaping, gopher-hole-mouth eating Pappy's spread, so I
turned my attention to Dad and hisoffensiveonAuntComelia. What made
it bad was the accumulating amount of half-chewed food that stuffed his
mouth, and flew out as he opened for more.
I never cared much for Aunt Cornelia, although she was my only true
aunt. She was constantly a source of gossipamongthevoicesofWaldo, with
hersuddendepartureforbeautyschoolandevenmoresuddenandsurprising
return with Uncle Gib some months later. I mean, people talked about
Pappy with his tin of Gold Bond medicated powder and tongue tip ready
for any proverb that might be needed, but it was never anything that they
would be ashamed to say in front of him or Dad. Mr. Powell used to joke
about making Pappy a pair of skivvies from Barna hair if Pappy found
cotton too tough for his delicate privates. But there was no humiliation felt
or intended in Powe11's suggestion. Everyone in Waldo realized that Pappy
using the magic powder was no different than Powell gnawing on a plug of
tar-colored tobacco, or Judge Wright chewing on an abused and tattered
stogie. Aunt Cornelia with her Allis-Chalmers tractor-orange hair was a
different story.
Even though there was no resentment towards Uncle Gibby Dad or the
rest of Waldo (in fact most people were puzzled by the marriage of a hard
working, good natured, down-to-earth man to such a woman), Aunt
Cornelia was the subject of much gossip and tension. Jokes were made
about her being part Indian with all the make-up she wore. The kids at
Robert Frost Elementary teased me about being related to her until they
realized that I wasn't bothered by what they said about her. Peach, arching
eyebrows pencilled across her plucked forehead. Eyelids shadowed to the
color of the algae that floated along the banks of Buckeye Lake. Tan lips. She
ordered her clothes from stylish, glossy catalogues that depicted women
lounging around the house in satiny pink nighties and went shopping in
slinky, black, backless dresses. That was the one thing Cliff and I liked about
visiting Aunt Cornelia's- the catalogues piled on the top of the pink toilet
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tank. As soon as we got to her house, which was only on very pccial
occasions or important family business, one of us suddenly got the need to
use the bathroom. The toilet would fl ush, and whichever of us went in cam
out with his shirt tucked in over a smooth, straight stomach, the edge of the
pages held in by a checkered underwear waistband. Once outsid we sat
against the cornflower aluminum siding and laughed at the women with
partially exposed chests and naked navels.
Not cooking or keeping house didn't help Aunt Cornelia's cause in the
eyes of the Waldo women. The Waldo women took pride in their precisely
arranged homes where all the beds were made and the sit-down meals wer
prepared from scratch. They even competed against each other's specialty
each August during the Montgomery County Fair, where Mom won the
canning competition four years in a row with her mulberry jam. But Aunt
Cornelia preferred to have one of the neighbor girls do the homemaking
while she drove Uncle Gib's white and red Buick coupe to Mt. Vernon four
days a week to work in the boutique with big, stiff window displays colored
for the season. Three of those four days a week Uncle Gib made his business
calls on foot, calling possible clients in advance to avoid making an unnecessary housecall. The people in Waldo were happy to have him stop by
and share some coffee because he gave his pitch (he was always selling the
latestlabor-savingdevices),listenedtothedecision,andleftquietlywhether
he made a sale or not.
Dad never said much about Aunt Cornelia not keeping house or cooking,
and put his arm around Mom whenever the subject came up and Mom was
in the room. He softly patted her apron-tied bottom with his thick, bristly
fingers. Dad claimed that whatever Aunt Cornelia wanted to do, whether
it be driving a car and working in a boutique instead of taking care of Uncle
Gib and competing in the fair, was fine with him, as long as it didn't involve
our family. Dad kept this vow of not interfering sacred simply because he
didn't want to seem at all involved with her. But when she showed up with
Darryl Edwards at Pappy's after-burial luncheon she crossed the line and
put herself directly beside our family. I think if it had been any other
occasion, maybe the Fourth of July picnics where the men drank beer and
pitched horseshoes until you could see the sparks from the shoes hitting the
stakes, and Aunt Cornelia showed up with Darryl Edwards instead of Uncle
Gib, Dad would've just asked where Uncle Gib was. Then he would've
ignored the two of them.
But she had come strolling in late, on the arm of Darryl Edwards no less,
to Pappy's funeral buffet, and Dad couldn't ignore this. He yelled. This was
Dad's last resort. He used to swat Cliff and me across the back of the head
with a wide, rigid backhand like he was swatting a hornet away, hard
enough to make eyes water and hair throb rather than yell at us. Or if our
offense wasn't severe enough for hitting, which was seldom, he'd stare at us
over his steaming dinner, almost whispering that if he ever caught us doing
it (whateverit was) again, he'd remind us with his hands. He used the same
husky whisper when dealing with men at the mill who didn't want to work.
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It was well-known in Waldo that if you didn't want to work, don't show up
at the mill.
But this time he yelled, thinking that the foyer of the bingo hall was
protection from the ears of others.
"How dare you come waltzing in here after missing the funeral service
and the burial?" Dad grabbed a pinkcarnationfromoneof the planters and
began to tripitofitsp lals. "Youdon'tevenhavethedecencytocomewith
your own husband."
"Carl, if you'd just listen a minute-"
''Why should I bother to listen to you? Don't I have to listen to people
making joke about my own sister's strangeness, knowing that they're
absolutely right."
"If you listen to and believe what people say behind my back then that's
your problem, not mine."
Dad pulled the last petal from his naked carnation and tried to throw it
to the floor, but it fluttered down quietly. In his frustration at the petal he
spiked the empty green stalk to the floor, then grabbed a leafy yellow iris.
He resumed his assault on the petals.
''That's your problem," Dad said. "You never consider anyone but
yourself. You don't care about the family or your own name. If you did
then you wouldn't give people the chance to make jokes about you, about
us."
Dad tossed a petal up in the air to stress us.
"I can't help that the people around here are dose-minded, you included,"
Aunt Cornelia said while inspecting the cuticle of a flame-colored nail.
"I'm sorry Pappy had to have a niece like you."
Two petals into the iris the front door opened and Uncle Gib walked in.
His shirt sleeves were rolled to his elbows, and his hands were red from a
recent washing. Old grease still clung to the creases of his knuckles and
under his nails. He shook hands with Dad then gave Aunt Cornelia a
squeeze.
"I'm sorry I couldn't make it earlier, Carl, but the damn car and all,"
Uncle Gib said to Dad. "I imagine Cornelia told you about it already. I'm
just glad Darryl Edwards was home and could bring Cornelia. He offered
to let me take his car, but I already had the Buick half torn apart and figured
I'd forget where I was if I didn't finish it right then."
Dad stopped pulling at the iris, and began to stroke upwards on it like
he was petting the tail of a cat. He didn't know what else to say. He had
said too much already.
"Look, Cornelia," Dad began, but he didn't finish. He kept stroking the
iris and staring at the little swirl designs on the chipped tile. The voices in
the bingo room began to rise, now that Dad's storm had blown over. They
didn't hear what Uncle Gib had said.
Darryl Edwards moved away from the tables and over to the door, I
imagine, to see whatwasgoingon with Aunt Cornelia. He seemed relieved
to find Uncle Gib standing there, looking back and forth between Dad and
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Aunt Cornelia. He handed his last brownie to Dad and dusted the
chocolately crumbs to the floor, where they landed on th iri and carnation
petals. Dad held the brownie in one hand and the iris in the other.
"I'm sorry to interrupt, but I thought I heard Gib come in," he said to Dad.
"I hope I didn't intrude today, Carl, but Cornelia needed a lift and insisted
that I come in. I'm sorry about your loss."
He gave Dad an understanding pat on the shoulder and walked out the
door to his car. Dad still stood there eyeing the carpet, with a flower and a
brownie in his hands. I could hear Pappy saying to him, "Sometimes even
an old dog finds a bone."

Mark Rakocy
Union
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Joe Cimperman
Paradise Eaten

In 1982 I discovered
barbecue. My childless neighbors,
he an art teacher of post
modem works and
she, an insurance fixer by day, could not know
the revolution a ball park hot dog or a
pucky, charred burger would cause
in our ethnic kitchen.
Slovenian kielbase and sauerkraut
were the weekly exhibits in our home, oven-created
fat and nourishment that could carry you through the
fields of the Old World
and the steel factories of the
newand when I brought home a shishkabob
of chunky beef, spring green peppers and fileted swordfish
I thought Dad would never allow me to go there
again,
But that shishkabob, seasoned and marinated
with unslavic spices, began to erode
hourly as it sat on the kitchen table,
a sacrificial testament to a counter-culture.
Now,
with a beer and sauce brush in
hand, I ask Dad to pick me up some oregano
cooking on the grill for his seventy-fifth birthday.

G ina Rich
Finding Better Places
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I have a knot tree in my dorm room. The knot tree wasn't bought like the
aloe v ra plant that it on my de k, no bigger than a coffee cup. I acquired
the knot tree by default. I had to take it from a friend who lived not far from
John Carroll, in an apartment with big, sunny windows. When she moved,
the tree was mine. It size prevented her from packing it and me from
bringing it to my parents' house, an hour and some minutes from school.
The tree has grown since I adopted it, now half the size of me. It is the size
of a six-year old child. Resident Life should never allow a person and their
six-year old child to live in a dorm room.

A knot tree grows, changes, and seeks its best environment. A knot tree
must begin its growth in a human's care. Without human interference, the
knot tree would grow, curling into itself, smothering its own life. Yet, once
knotted, the tree needs to be left alone.
I am captivated by this irony in the knot tree's growth. The first shoot
emerges from potted earth like a pre-schooler let loose at recess. The tree,
like a child, sprouts, widens, and strengthens. The knot tree, then, stands
on a sturdy but vulnerable leg. At this time, the tree must be mangled by
human influence. Human arms should twist, pull, and bend that leg of
nature, not yet able to resist, into a pretzel knot. After being tied, the tree is
an adolescent, needing both cuddling and space. The branches bud and
spread to form a halo around the knot. The limbs droop and gangle, but
soon they fill-out to full maturity. The knot tree now wants for light and air.
It is desperate to be out doors like a housewife whose children are grown
and gone; for both need the outer world to further stimulate their own
growth. The knot tree, transplanted into the ground, requires no further
care. It finds its own way.
It is funny that a knot tree found its way into my dorm room. For my
dorm room is an inner world, sterile and studious. A place where mental
not physical growth occurs. The walls are concrete, painted white and lined
with desks, dressers, and bookshelves. On the back wall by the window, the
furnace pumps, groans, and spews heat into the room. I can't regulate it.
This is dorm life.
I have been trying to create a place for my knot tree in such an environment,
but so far I have failed. For some time, I stood it between the refrigerator and
the flip-out chair. However, its leaves, like stray fingers, got caught in the
refrigerator door whenever I opened and closed it. To its credit, the tree
attempted to keep its leaves tucked into its sides. It grew up and out in other
directions. Next, I sat it on a low table by my desk. The tree perched on the
table with its branches stretching out, as if to break its fall. I hated seeing it
hang in such suspense. My friends often observed me observing it and
thought us both crazy - me for attempting to place the tree in my room and
the tree for surviving in cramped un-aired quarters. Finally, I shoved the
tree in the corner created by the bed and the dresser. It's still there. It still
looks wrong- a testament that living things can not thrive just anywhere.
My knot tree stretches, strains, and seeks a better place.
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Karen S. Cullen
Dlos y Abulita •

The ancient gravel road groaned with each trav ler
and muffled the pleadings of the blind old woman
whose hands and knees were tom from the meeting.
"Por Dios, Por Dios" and nothing more passed
from the lips that were as cracked and beaten
as the spirit from which they were commanded.
The '1ights" took pity, but the "darks" simply walked on.
They had seen it all before, and it was as common
as the sunshine to signify that the work day has begun.
In the distance - about fifteen feet awaythe curtains were being drawn by starched muchachas
with Academy smiles who were singing Buenos Dias
to those who dwelled within this expansive Eden.
Her basket was half full and stomach completely empty
thus telling her that another unseen sun had set.
She must now routinely unbend and
pick out the pieces of mud and chipped rock
from the tom flesh on her muscle-less legs.
Finally settling on her feet, she used the
freshly painted black fence to guide her back
to the soiled blankets and untended crying children
who all waited for the promised return of Abulita.

*(God and Grandnuz)

Angela Fasick
A Pair of Leaves
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Roger's car smells like astra wbcrry sera tch-n-sniff sticker. That is a thing
Maddie would notice, Maddie, who wears her own cars like they were coats
and approves of Roger's strawberry-scented car as she would approve of an
elegantly dressed woman beside heron an elevator who smelled faintly like
musk, like lavender, like jasmine. Maddie who thinks about love less than
she thinks about cars, who thinks about love in terms of car washes, lube
jobs, oil changes, the occasional thirty-thousand mile checkup, and snow
tires for the harsher seasons. Maddie, who does not love Roger, but
approves of the way he eats sushi and greets bartenders; and Roger, who
does not love Maddie, but who is dazzled by her when she is ornery and
possessive of her when he finds her beautiful.
''Tum here," says Maddie. She and Roger are going to a bar mitzvah.
Maddie is not Jewish but Roger is and the driveway Maddie wants Roger
to tum into belongs to a drugstore, not a synagogue.
"No," Roger says. Roger does not understand Maddie, so he has
concocted ways of dealing with her. He is contrary, he is mean, he does not
listen when she speaks, all of which have not affected Maddie anyway
because she is not with Roger because she loves him, after all. She is with
him because he smells good and because she thinks he is in love with her.
It is good to have someone to take care of you, Maddie says to her sisters at
their Saturday lunches, and the sisters agree. It is good, and it is right, they
tell her. They also tell her to have some more tea, another biscuit. What is
this one's name, one might ask: Misha, perhaps. Misha who has always
been the curious one, the one who tied bows in her hair and learned to like
hamburgers. Roger, Maddie will answer. Roger or Paul or Jonathan or
Hollis. Gregory. Bryan. Always a name and only a name. Never more,
never less.
Maddie, of course, was not always like this. There came a summer in her
life when she fell in love just like everyone else, a thick, oily, gazpacho kind
of love in her case, full of pureed feelings and bits of raw emotion. His name
was Wally, a funny kind of name for a man you might love, but Maddie
liked it. She called him other things: Pookie, Honey, Sweetums. Maddie
could do that then. She could say silly things to silly people and not think
that she was wasting her life.
"Could you get me that old copy of TV Guide with the Waltons on it,
Snookums," she might say,"l left it on the couch under your adorably cute
red plaid boxer shorts." She would not be embarrassed for having said this,
and Wally, who did not look like a Wally, he looked like a Jake and
sometimes Maddie called him this, too, Wally would go and get the TV
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Guide and that would be the end of it. Simple, really. In love.
Maddie's parents were immigrants. From Gyangtse, Tibet, she tells
Roger. From Minsk, she told Wally. They came over in a boat, a boat with
tall smokestacks and a honeymoon suite that was painted the color of bing
cherries.
"The bed," Maddie's mother told her daughter, "a heart it is. The
bathtup, another heart. The drinking glasses, hearts. There is a picture of
cupids on the wall. Too much, I think, too much love."
"You can't have too much love," Misha or Maddie would say. ''There's
no such thing."
''You are young," said Maddie's mother. "and you live in America.
There is such a thing."
Maddie has never told this story to Roger because she believes he would
echo her past self: ''You can't have too much love." Then she would be
forced to laugh once, a snort really, and say, " A fat lot you know about life."
Maddie is not at all interested in having a fight about love's limitations with
Roger; with anyone, for that matter. To her it's a black and white issue and
she's convinced that really interesting arguments only occur when you're
fighting about shades of gray.
Roger drives past the drugstore. Maddie does not glare at him. She had
been thinking of going into the drugstore to buy condoms so that she and
Roger could have sex in the strawberry scented car instead of going to the
bar mitzvah. She opens her purse and takes out a silver flask. "Drink?" she
says.
"Don't," Roger says.
"Don't yourself," Maddie says, and she takes a big gulp.
Roger sighs, a big bear-like yawning thing that fills the car for a second.
"I can't have you drunk at the Peterman kid's bar mitzvah, Maddie."
''You could have had me, drunk or not, in the parking lot, but now you've
lost your chance."
"What are you trying to do to me?" he says. Sometimes Maddie makes
him tired.
She takes another big gulp and plays with the silver spiral that hangs
from her left ear. "Nothing," she says. ''That's exactly the point."
Roger slumps down a little in his seat and thinks of a passenger train
smashing into a brick wall and exploding. This momentarily makes him feel
better.
During the Wally season of Maddie's life, she was looser, closer to the
earth. She could wear hats then, and she did because Wally liked them. Not
odd hats, not pith helmets or extremely large hats with bunches of plastic
fruit on the brims. Pillbox hats, though, and berets and stocking caps and
once, at a black tie dinner to benefit the hospital where she worked, a black
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tuxedo and a top hat, a combination which made her I k a bit li e a
chimney sweep, especially after Wally smudged a hunk of chocolate cake
onto her nose. Wally, himself, was not required to wear hats in the
relationship, and so he didn' I, and in the winter his ears would tum red and
raw from the cold. Maddie's ears wou ld nuggle next to her head, pink and
soft under her hat .
Her mother and sisters met Wally.
"Dangerous," said her mother. "Motorcycle without a helmet. He does
not like life?"
"He doesn't wear hats," Maddie said.
"He doesn't look like a lawyer," said Misha. "He looks like a mercenary.
He has a big knife stuck in his belt. What is that all about?"
"It's just an act," Maddie said.
Her oldest sister, Carolyn, said, "He's too old for you and he talks about
surfing too much. It's kind of silly to talk about surfing in the Midwest.
People just don't understand it. Is he tryi ng to be qu irky?"
"He is quirky," Maddie said.
Her father met Wally. They shook hands and Wally tried to complicate
the handshake with twists and dip and turns, but her father wouldn't have
it. Maddie watched from the couch as her father asked Wally if he wanted
a drink.
"Brandy," said Wally.
Maddie's father raised his eyebrow. "Oh ye ,"he said. "I think I have a
few bottles stored in the wine cellar." He was being sarcastic. They did not
have a wine cellar.
"Awesome," said Wally. Maddie saw her father raise his other eyebrow
as he left the room.
"I told you," she said, "you can't say things like 'awesome' to my father."
"Sure I can," he said.
"He'll hate you," she said.
''Yes, maybe," he said, "but you love me."
''Yes, maybe," she said.
Her father came back with a brandy snifter for Wally, and Wally threw
his head back and poured the golden liquid down his throat with no wasted
motion. When he swallowed, they all heard a gulping sound, like the plop
of fish in a pond.
"Thanks," said Wally.
Her father looked at Wally, in his raggedy jeans with his crinkly hair that
even then, when he was twenty-eight, had gray running through it, and he
laughed. He was still laughing when he said, "Another for the road,
Walter?"
"Oh hell, Stef, call me Wally," said Wally. "And really, pal, wonderful
brandy and I'd love to stay and chat about a sports team or two with you but
Maddie and I are late for this experimental theater thing. It's about time for
us to push off." He got up and went out to warm up the car.
"He's ridiculous," Maddie's father said at the door. "And he doesn't love
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you."
"I don't care," said Maddie.
"You will," said her father.
"We'll sec," said MaddJC. And sh ran down the steps and jumped into
the car where Wally-Jake was waiting.
In the car, Roger tries to talk to Maddie some more. Outside on the tr t,
she can see brown leave kittering through gutters.
" Fntsi goingto bcher ,"h says.Hc know thatMa die li ke~Frits,who
is an arti t and whose work is hllcd with porous black oblong and graying
newspaper clippings.
''Wonderful," says Maddie. She is bored, and she thinks Roger's tic is
hideous. It is filled \.vith horrible purple blotches and orange bruises and it
looks garish next to the pur w htl of hi sh1rl. She does not know that Roger
chose it from his tie rack this mommg in the hopes that it would offend her
sensibilities in some way.
''W don't have to talk," he say·. He hnns left onto another, busier trcet.
The blue car in the lane next to him contains two teenage girls who seem
extremely amused bylife and by a groupoflandsca r raking leaves on the
vast brown lawn ne t to them. He smiles over at them and the d river, a girl
with spiky blonde hair, looks alarmed and pceds up.
''We can talk," Maddie says. "Everyone can talk. Talking is what people
do. You just don't realize yet that talking doesn' t mean anything. You think
words equal something but they don't. They equal nothing. A big fat zero."
''Why do you think you can say things like that?" Roger says, observing
the brake lights of the teenaged car as they spin around a comer.
"Because I know what word mean," says Maddie.
"No word means anything to you," Roger says. He does not like this
conversation, he wishes they weren't talking. He wishes he were not going
to a bar mitzvah with a woman who despises everything. He wishes
Maddie were Jewish. If she were Jewish, they would surely not be having
thisconveration on the way to a bar mitzvah. He looks over at Maddie. Her
long legs in their filmy black pants are crossed at the ankles and her arms are
draped across her lap. She is staring out the window and playing with her
left earring again.
"Some words mean something to me," she says, ''but they don't always
mean the same things." She turns to look at him and her cheekbones
suddenly remind him of Thanksgiving dinner and snapping the wishbone
with his brother Zach. She takes her glasses out of her purse and slips them
onto her face, thin wiry glasses that only skim her nose and look vaguely like
a tiny modem sculpture. "My name means something to me." She says it
out loud: "Madeline."
"That's a pretty egocentric thing to say."
''Well then autumn means something to me. Blue-I understand that."
She turns back to the window and smells the stawberry scent of his car
again. "Things mean something: plums or peaches. Apples. Triangles and
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chimneys. Suede. Those mean something. But not love or any of those
relationship words."
The car phone rings then, a shrill bubbling sound. In Maddie's book, the
car phone is a strike against Roger. Car phones are gauche. Roger makes
no movement toward it, and it rings again. Maddie leans closer to him and
picks it up.
"I don't think so," she says, not meanly, and hangs up. ''Wrong
number," she tells him.
"It couldn't possibly be a wrong number," Roger says. He knows
Maddie has hung up on someone who wants to talk to him, but what can
he do? He downshifts the car too fast and smiles a tiny smile when
Maddie's body jerks back and forth.
"It could possibly," she says. "It was."
Roger is getting tired agai n so he turns on the radio. A Brahms concerto
that hi ex-wife particula r! y liked flows out of the speakers. Roger had not
wanted to be divorced from the cx-wife;in fact, until the ex-wife remarried,
Roger routinely a ttempted to win her back. He thinks that part of the reason
she remarried may have been to get rid of him. Still, the concerto makes
him feel light and capable and he relaxes a little into the seat.
"I hate this yawn stuff," Maddie says. She flips the station to an
aggr ssive talk show where the host specializes in creating insults that will
get past the censors. The host calls someone a "muddle-headed psuedorapist with an overly obvious Oedipus complex."
"I love this guy," Maddie says.
"I know," Roger says, and he sighs again.
Wally and Maddie lived together in an apartment with stuffed parrots
hanging from the ceiling and oval hearth rugs thrown all over the hard wood
floors. The parrots belonged to Wally. They listened to music, or what
Wally b licvcd to be music, during the latest parts of the evening. Wally
liked spare, boonung loud industrial kinds of music. Maddie liked radio
songs about love. Wally could play a blues harmonica that would charm
Maddie off of the couch in the living room and into their bed. He would
leave the harmonica in his mouth while they made love and as he breathed
in and out, the harmonica would twang and whistle and moan.
One day, the harmonica turned up missing, and soon, Wally started to
be missing, too. Maddie would shake off sleep to find him next to her in the
morning, and in her first waking moments, she would believe that she had
dreamed him into their bed because she could not recall him being there the
night before. At first, she asked him sweetly where he had gone: "Long day
at the office, Wally?" And when he would say yes, she would believe him.
Later, sitting on the floor in front of a blaring television, she would call the
office and let the phone ring exactly one hundred times. "Maybe he's in the
bathroom," she thought the first time. "Maybe he stepped out to get a
sandwich," she thought the second and third times. Wally would verify
these notions. ''Yeah, I was probably in the bathroom," he would say.
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''Yeah, Meyer Havennan in Patents and I grabbed a corned beef at the deli
around the comer about that time." Maddie still believed him.
The tenth time she called, the thousandth time his phone rang unanswered, she thought, "Maybe he's seeing someone else." This thought she
did not ask Wally about because she was afraid he'd say, ''Yeah, someone
named Tara," in much the same way he admitted to eating a turkey club.
Maddie was sure that if there was someone else, her name would be Tara.
About that much, she was positive. After a time, the harmonica reappeared
on the nightstand among ashtrays and half-read magazines, and Wally
acted as if it, and he, had never been gone.
Everything had changed but nothing changed. They still screwed
around with the harmonica, they still called each other cute silly names,
Maddie still said things like, "1 love you." Now, though, a hazy gray
shadow stood between her and the words and the actions. She ignored it
and itbrokeupanddriftedand covered cv rythingwith a light,grca. yfilm.
''You aren't any fun anymore," Wally would say. Or ''You look like a
trashy widow in that dress." Or " I don't understand you." And Maddie
would say, 'What is the matter with you? What did I do? What i
happening to us?"
Until one day Wally said, "Living with you cv ry dny 1 killing m , and
I will not die for you." And that was the end of it
Maddie and her sisters watched a certain talk show hosted by a woman
almost every day after she moved back home. They would crowd a round
the television set after work wearing the slips and stockings and suits m
which they passed their days. One sister, Misha perhaps, would some tim
put popcorn in a bowl, and they would all drink huge glasses of iced tea and
shout "sexist pig," or "jerk," at particularly unpleasant indi vidual .
About two months after Maddie moved back into her par nt ' hou t'
there was a show about men who were pleading with theiT wive to take
them back. All of the wives said they no longer loved the hu ba nds. A
female psychologist with bright red hair and glasses with day-glo pink
frames said that the women had fallen out of love. Maddi 's istcr all
nodded solemnly. The husbands on stage all looked angry, as if they felt
they deserved to be loved by women they had cheated on or variously
mistreated. Their wives, for the most part, had refused to come on the
program with them and were only disembodied heads agreeing from
remote locations. A man stood up in the audience and asked this question:
"How can you fall out of love?" And one of the wives, a particularly pretty
one who was wearing a denim jumper and a button down red shirt, said,
''You'd be surprised."
"How can you not?" Maddie said to the man on the television screen, a
balding man wearing a rust leather jacket that was too small for him. Her
sisters nodded again.
''You said it, sister," said Misha, and they all sipped their tea in agreement.
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Maddie and Roger sit in the parking lot of the synagogue. Maddie takes
another swig fonn her silver flask and offers it again to Roger. He takes it
and drinks, and she watches his adam's apple bob up and down.
"I would not die for you," Maddie says. She smooths a wrinkle in her
satiny black pants.
"Do those words mean something to you," Roger says.
Maddie had been expecting something bigger, something blowsy and
filled with cushy cloudlike love words that she could pierce with a carefully
chosen sentence like an arrow.
"What?" she says.
"That doesn't mean anything to me, dying for me," Roger says. "Does it
mean something to you?"
"It does," Maddie says, and for a moment she looks wild and menacing,
her fingernails a bright red against the silky black pants, spread out like
talons. "It has to."
"I wouldn't die for you ither," says Roger.
''You wouldn't?" She draws her hands together and cups them into a
ball. "That's wonderful," she say . She opens the door and hops out of the
car, then leans down and pokes her head back inside. ''That is so marvelous," she says.
Roger is afraid to get out, but then he thinks that Maddie is just a little
drunk. She runs over to his side of the car in her little black pumps and grabs
him by the hand. Roger is encouraged by this never-before seen enthusiasm
on Maddie's part. "I don't think I'd even bleed very much for you," he says.
"That sacrificial altar kind of love doesn't make sense to me."
"But that's wonderful," Maddie says. Roger is starting to look good to
her. "What about emotional torture?" she says as they walk across the
parking lot to the temple. "How do you feel about that?" She is practically
dancing, a mincing two-step through the rustling orange leaves.
''That's different," Roger says, and they enter the temple. ''You can die
a million emotional deaths before you die one physical one," he whispers.
He feels very wise. They sit in a pew and green and blue light from the
stained glass window washes over them, making watercolors of their hands
and faces.
"I would not die for you," he says again. "And you wouldn't die for me."
Maddie looks up at him, a pink blurry<ornered triangle glowing from her
cheek. She places her hand gently in his lap and strokes him softly, in the
exact manner that she might use to pet a Siamese cat.
"Well," Maddie says, "I guess that's a beginning."
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Sean McNamara
The Brown Paper Bag

An apathetic stare penetrates the shaggy mane.
The thick matted beard
At intervals
Allows breath to bellow into frosty air.
Blearily insulated from tangibility,
The shuffling nomad
Pathetically clutches the brown paper bag
To his atrophied body,
Desperately seeking sanctuary required
To raise the bag
In communion
With expectant lips.

Kevin Mulvihill
Once
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My bath tub
was
leaking
So the plumber arrived and
spent two hours stomping
black winter mud
into the
white
Porcelain.

Then the landlord appeared and
together they ripped plaster and boards creating
a hole into the Kitchen wall
and yanked the pipes
right out
and left.
The next day they entered
with an extra plumber and
discussed the situation then
went to coffee.
Returning with new copper pipes and male and female faucets
for the shower head
Which they installed and
left.
On the Third day the two
plumbers, the landlord and
his motherwho came to watch the men
install plumber's putty in
the three holes of the
bath tub head and faucetsknocked, and entered anyway
even though I didn't answer.

Tonight
the shower
head
drips into
the bath tub.

."

Mark Rakocy
Liquid Suspension

Gail Eubanks
Brother

When gumdrops posed as shrubs
and licorice speared cotton candy clouds
like firs through fog,
we rained out memories
of our first mother
beneath a roof of nonpareils.
We forgot that we were lost,
and grew sequacious, sweetening all sad
thoughts of our loving father
with this new woman's sugar.
Until we heard her laugh.
Not the shrill cackle
of surrealistic fairy tale,
but a deep sardonic, hollow note
that hooted owl-like in the night
as she read us bedtime storiesNo Exit and The Fall.
Brother, what you did not see
is that I stole her books,
and in the light of moon and furnace fire,
I read ahead. My berth faced
the leaping flames adjacent to your cage.
You only felt the warmth.
But something was to bum.
I had to choose.
Now from your forest tree house,
you scream out your incessant
pleas for sugar,
taunt me with the chicken bone
lies I lived to set you free,
and curse the path of bread
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and stones that really didn't
disappear, but led me home.
No, it was not as it should be.
The trail of stones were not the ones
we left behind, but ones the neighbors threw
once they knew where we had been,
but Brother,
our father,
"broken" in our stead turned these stones
to bread, and in remembrance led me home.
Yes, He loves us still,
and our stepmother is dead.
Please come home. We are not alone.

Mary Luetkemeyer Cohen
There Is Something Utterly Splendid

about dashing down cold concrete steps
to reach cool soggy shaded sand
then toes touch boiling hot soft sanded beach.
Faster I run now, burning heels
following toes reaching over
hard rocks new pain pleasure
as feet splash icy water
sting of cold circles ankles
and YES! flying now landing
with splat dive into runway wave.
Timing is nothing. I'm home!
Crushed into waves of my youth
surrounded and soaked in splendor
silent screams of joy now heard
echoing through forty-eight years.
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Two fingers
danced just right
on black and white
and welcomed the rest.
Then
the altos played
but fumbled left
in echoing silence.
Again
the right
then the left but both
Pounded at the keys.
Stop!
He touched his temples
mad with Beethoven;
Fiir Elise in A minor
Fiir Elise
he started over.

Christine Maxson
Untitled
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Elmer Abbo
The Slide

Each day they traverse the black slate path to
the crab-grass field which thins from the pounding
of their puny bodies as they race to
the slide with the echo of the recess
bell as silent as the bull-dozer calls
of their hollow stomachs which but minutes
before short-circuited all attempts to
recall the difference between one-half
and two-fourths and the spelling of "heroes."
Gleaming - the sword cuts the afternoon sky
and draws them to the edge of the schoolyard.
One by one they embark on their mission
only to pause to calm the winds and take
sight of the aimless ants below before
descending into the earth's dirty pit.

Judith La Verdiere-Coulter
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A Fish Out of Water

Once in a while I feel like a murderer who can edit my crime by
rationalizing that I am no more a criminal than the president of the United
States of America, the opinionated voice of the people on matters of
consequence. A simple fishing line, cast when I was a child, hooks my past
to my present. At one end of the taut line are memories of my father, a
"survivor" of World War II, and I, a "Configuration Specialist" at a major
defense plant corporation, am snarled at the other end of the line. I present
to the Navy Department of the U.S. Government the necessary documentation for each torpedo that we present to them. I am one of the last to see
the strategic war-fish being "canned" before it is stocked in the navy
submarines that stalk the depths of international waters.
Every Sunday in early Spring, after Winter's final cold shoulder had
thawed, my father would wake me by whispering, 'The water clock has just
sounded her alarm, wake up sleepy head." We would begin our early
morning hike to our secret hideaway that we had dubbed "Cough Drop."
Our hiding place was a cool, fresh water hole that had been dropped a mile
deep into the earth by a nearby waterfall; a fine mist hovered above the
freshly poured pond, and thick foliage, wet from morning dew, camouflaged
ourhid~ut.

To hike to our destination seemed to bean obstacle course; rusty, twisted
barbed wire mangled the wild growth that marked the halfway point of our
five mile trek. The faded army shirt covering my father's midriff bulge
ripped as he slid belly-up under the man-made boundary. He was the
pathfinder and I was the follower; I slid under the wire with plenty of
clearance. A half hour later we were standing above "Cough-Drop"
admiring our hideaway; twenty minutes after that we were looking up at
the top of the trench that had swallowed us.
For hours we engaged ourselves in the activities we loved most in life.
The pond served a dual purpose. Father relaxed on the edge of his fishing
hole with his bamboo pole in one hand and a can of beer in the other. At the
opposite end of the swimming hole I ripped off my top layer of clothes and
adjusted the straps of my bathing suit. While Dad baited his hook with one
of the host earthworms, I walked heel to toe on the bough of the tree that
spanned ten feet out and another ten feet above the water; with my arms
outstretched to keep my balance, I walked the length of the forked limb that
speared fresh green vegetation, then I would teeter for a moment, glance
over at father and exchange smiles, close my eyes, hold my runny nose, and
jump high into the air. Like a magnet, the shiny, silver water pulled me
toward it. Splash! I opened my eyes when my toes touched the floor of the
basin. Hundreds of rainbow trout parted in every direction; the sight of the
aquatic animals was as exhilarating as the chill I felt from the cool water.
Lostin the excitement of all the fun thatl was having, an hour or more had
passed and I was getting hungry; the thought of the peanut butter and jelly
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sandwiches that we had packed the night before made me even more
ravenous. I began swimming underwater, toward my father, for as long as
my lungs would support my air supply. After I surfaced, I began swimming
free-style; the image of the man that I loved came into focus as I glided
nearer to him. I was close enough to him to hear him. I was close enough
to him to hear him mumbling, "... enemy threat ... the problem, enemy
threat." I stopped swimming and began treading the water. I was less than
six yards away from him, but he never looked up at me. He repeated again
and again," ... the problem ...enemy threat."
I paddled toward the shore and called out to him, but he didn't answer.
I felt chilled as I pulled myself out of the water; my teeth chattered, and I
coughed and sneezed. I wanted to run away, but I stood in place shivering.
The scene that followed frightened me. Although he enjoyed fishing more
than anything else, he would always throw back every fish that he would
catch, and it bothered him if it took too long to dislodge the hook from the
mouth of the fish; he never wanted them to be out of their natural habitat for
too long. But today something was desperately wrong; his usual behavior
was unusually displaced. He had assembled several trout along the bank
and prepared them for a postmortem examination. With his army issued
demolition knife, he severed each head; some of the gills moved even after
he had gutted their bellies and removed their fins. ''The problem ...enemy
threat," he repeated again, "damn the Portuguese man-of-war, damn the
swordfish, damn the piranhas, and God-damn the torpedoes," he shouted
with trembling hands that were covered with a shiny, slimy film of scales
and fish guts.
It would be several years before I would learn that what had happened
on our last Sunday together at "Cough Drop" was one of my father's many
bouts with postwar depression, that would eventually lead to his nervous
breakdown. World War II was as prehistoric to me as the extinct dinosaurs;
after all, the war was over long before I was born. I remember the dusty stilllifearmy artifacts that my father had meticulously tacked on the living room
wall of our apartment. I especially remember the black and white photograph of my smiling father and his army buddies with their arms wrapped
tightly around each others' shoulders and waists. To me that was World
War II. And I remember him as he sat for hours listening to the radio and
staring at his souvenirs, but I don't remember hearing him talk about the
war, not even to my mother. And it would be several years before I would
learn that two of his buddies in the photograph, which was the focal point
of my father's collage of tangible memories, came home in body bags.
Occasionally I reminisce about that last Sunday we shared together at
"Cough-Drop," and sometimes I imagine that the simple fishing line
connecting me with my father's past has become a tightrope that I must
walk alone. Learning of his post-war depression, remembering his fragmented dialogue about enemy threat, weapons of war, and torpedoes and
now understanding what war is all about makes me realize that it is not only
fought on the battlefield but also in the minds of sensitive men and women,
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Karen St. John-Vincent
Walking the Railroad Tracks
You don't think anything about
three boys walking roadside
after midnight
facing traffic
and laughing
sheepishly into the headlights.
You don't wonder
what their mothers are doing
at this hour in their
kitchens feigning busyness.
My head knows girls
can do it all the same
walk beside a slow-moving train
fall into its stride
and then pick-up speed
pacing
pacing
timing
and then a leap
catching it
and rolling with the
motion
safe in the box car.
Girls can travel, too
we can dream of exploring
the countryside
that passes by
right before our very eyes
we can travel roads
we can meet strangers
but girls come home to mothers
crying, wringing their hands
and fathers stem
with frozen faces
or children crying, open-mouthed
or lovers gone too scared to wait.
at one a.m. my headlights catch
the boys at roadside
and I silently call
take me with you.

PJ Hruschak
Mind Body
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Jennifer J. Masoodi
Untitled

Today
When you mentioned your body-clock,
I wanted to tell you
That I would love to wind you up.
I'd caress your face for a while,
Then gently finger your numbers.
And as I kissed every hour,
I'd find the rhythm
In your pendulum
With my strumming tongue.
I'd do all of this
Just to press you to my flesh
And feel you tick.

Maggie Kenny
Running Silent

Each Friday morning at two-thirty
he'd trip down the wooden staircase
to a three-legged couch placed against her sewing table
and fumble for the teasing light switch.
A meticulous evening ritual, subtle, so as not to wake
those of us who already waited, listening for his
shuffling and an occasional "son of a bitch,"
or the slam of a work boot through plywood,
placating him into sleep.
My brother and I counted ten different
marks, scratches and gaps in one wall alone that summer.
Our mother would wake before Saturday breakfast
and brush the aftermath from the floors,
cleaning each area with baking soda and warm water,
cleansing away the night before and whatever
else he might have carried with him.
Over Poptarts and Kool-Aid
we would hear the flick of a lighter,
the too-long exhale of a cigarette-smoke stream
and the metal snap of my portable tape player
as she curled up on the living room carpet,
humming along with "Stand By Your Man" between drags
and snickering at some secret joke.
It was one of the few things she left behind,

buried among some Purina dog food coupons in a kitchen
drawer.
Sometimes, on certain Friday nights, I listen,
humming to myself, long after the tape has
run itself silent.
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Sean McNamara
The Wake

Ireland, 1940's
Slowly the dull banging on our heavy, wooden front door crept into my
peaceful slumber waking me. I poked my head out from underneath the
warm blankets and listened carefully. 1 could hear my Father in the next
room scratching around in the darkness, looking for matches to light the
tilly lamp. My straining ears caught the gentle utterances of various oaths
as he bumped into unseen objects scattered around the living room floor. I
was disappointed. I had heard them all before. The frosty air in the
bedroom started to attack my nose, but I hesitated from snuggling down,
deep below the blankets, whilst my Father lifted the latch on the doormaybe I was to be summoned.
"'Tis Thaydy," said a voice from the night. "He's after falling from the
bike." The voices fell into incomprehensible whispers. "Ah bejaysus!"
wailed Father. Such was the anguish in his voice it made me sit bolt upright
in the bed.
''What is it Christy?" cried Mother from the bedroom.
"Quickly woman," came the reply. "Make haste and dress warm. 'Tis
a cold night and the road is long."
I waited for my summons, but surprisingly it never came. Shortly
afterwards, the heavy door closed, and I listened as the sounds of boots and
voices faded into the still night air.
''Uncle Thaydy must have had a fierce drop of the power tonight,"
whispered one of my brothers, as I delved deep under the blankets and
moved closer to the warmth of his body. '"Tis a rare night he doesn't," said
another. I was about to come to Uncle's defense, when my third and eldest
brother shouted, ''Yerra the next fella who speaks gets kicked outta bed.
Now shut up and sleep."
The four of us curled up, way underneath the blankets, comfortable in
our communal warmth. The other three slept, but I lay awake, listening for
the drunken, melodious sounds of Uncle Thaydy. "I'll hear him soon
enough," I thought, "Singing his Fenian rebel songs, while Dad and Mum
try to carry him home." As I lay in bed, I tried to work out why I didn't get
to go and collect him. That was always my job. However, I fell asleep before
working it out, or before hearing the old Fenian songs.
Our beautiful Rhode Island Red Rooster crowed in the dawning of the
day. This was my signal to rise and go down to the farm. Dressing
hurriedly, I passed into the living room and was very surprised to see a full
fire already blazing in the hearth. Looking around for the tilly lamp, I got
the fright of my life seeing Uncle Thaydy stretched out on the table in the far
comer of the room. Forgetting the lamp, I cautiously approached him. I
could not recall him looking so good. He had his best Sunday suit on, along
with a starched white shirt and a black tie. His big black boots were so shiny
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you could see the fire's reflection as it danced on the hearth. His hair was
oiled and slickered and parted with precision down the center. He was
clean-shaven and smelled of some fancy aftershave. The biggest shock of
all was the slight smile on his face revealed he had his teeth in. Uncle Thaydy
only wore his teeth for special occasions such as Chistmas or Easter church
services. Someone had given him the teeth years earlier, and they never
really fit him. They were too big, and sometimes when he spoke the top set
would drop down and clatter against the bottom set. However, the gentle
smile, and the warm hue from the fire made Uncle Thaydy look very
peaceful. He must have fallen asleep saying his night prayers, for his rosary
beads were still clutched in his hands.
I was about to go and kiss him, when my mother entered and beckoned
me to sit with her by the fire. She proceeded to tell me about the previous
night. That after falling from his bike, Uncle Thaydy had lain as he always
did, watching the stars, and while he waited, the Angels came to collect him
and took him away with them.
"He died peacefully in the night," she whispered.
''The angels flew with his soul up to Heaven, and we washed and dressed
him in his finest, ready for the wake."
With this explanation she promptly sent me to the chicken coop to collect
the eggs and to neck five fat hens in preparation for the day. I entered the
coop feeling livid with the Angels and cursed them roundly with all of
Father's oaths I could remember. I imagined the chickens, flying excitedly
around the coop, were the Angels that flew away with my Uncle Thaydy;
and I had no problem that morning when itcametoneckingthem. I plucked
and dressed the birds and took them to my mother.
The sun was beginning to rise higher up in the sky now, and my Mother
sat me in its warm rays on the porch. When the village folk came to the
cottage inquiring about Uncle Thaydy, I was to tell them, whilst blessing
myself: "He's away above and may the good God rest his soul."
It was also my duty to inform them that, ''The wake will last for three days
and will commence tonight, after tea, with Devotions and the saying of the
Blessed Holy Rosary, led by Father O'Brien." Many people came, and on
hearing my message, they would bless themselves and return whence they
came.
From inside the cottage, I could hear a banging and was upset to see my
Father and Mother hanging a picture on the wall above Uncle Thaydy's
head. This was no ordinary picture. It usually hung in their room and must
have been three foot by four foot in size. It was a picture of Jesus, who
appeared to be standing on the hump of a whale's back, which protruded
through a host of white, fluffy clouds. He was dressed in a long white robe
and had his arms outstretched. This picture portrayed Jesus as having his
chest open, revealing a big, bloody heart which could be illuminated from
behind with a candle.
The illuminated heart told visitors the drink and the banter had to remain
on the doorstep. For when the candle was lit, there was an atmosphere of
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hushed respect in the room. The candle would be li t when th rosary wa
about to be said, or if Father O'Brien was due. Mother would set the
bleeding heart alight when she needed time to cl an up, to cook meals, or
bake more bread. When the men of the village came to see Uncle Thaydy,
they would not stay too long if the heart was lit. Only a f w silent prayers
w~uld ~said, followed by the salutary nod before leaving-the visitor
bemg qu1te sure that any drop of the power would not be forthcoming.
When the heart was lit, I had many jobsi but the ones I liked the best were
oiling and combing Uncle Thaydy's hair and polishing the fingerprints off
his boots where people had touched them as a sign of respect. Cleaning his
boots and combing his hair calmed me down, and my anger towards the
Angels subsided.
While doing these small jobs in the presence of Uncle Thaydy, I often
daydreamed. I recalled the way he showed me how to pull strings of shiny
mackerel out of the icy waters around the Blasket Island without capsizing
our little coracle. I recalled shared secrets about buying pigs from the
careful people at Ventry and how to trim a stout blackthorn into a tidy
shillelagh. I enjoyed those reflective moments and it was after one of those
quiet times Mother sent my brothers and myself to collect more porter from
Ursular' s "Bar and Snug''.
Sometimes when the heart was lit, the four of us would be sent to
Ursular's to fetch four pails of porter. We would sneak spoons in our
pockets and on the way home, we'd sit behind the hedgerow and drink
tablespoons of the thick, creamy porter. While the older brothers talked
intensely about Uncle Thaydy, I focused all my attention on trying to get an
additional spoonful before my tum. I never succeeded. I would be scuffed
and called an "Eegit" but it was all a game, and I persisted. After we'd had
our fill, we shook the pails to froth them up and went on our way.
The fresh air and the porter put the colour in our cheeks and raised our
spirits. As we approached the cottage door, we knew the candle was not lit.
We could hear the men singing ballads and hear the chattering of the
women as they crocheted their intricate woolen designs around the single
needle they each held. We would be busy fetching food and drink for all the
company. Many's the man who, being full of porter and whiskey, would
ruffle our hair and slip us a coin or two. They would slip notes and coins into
Uncle Thaydy's pockets, ''To assist him on his journey."
The storytellers would talk long into the night, telling fabulous tales of
Uncle Thaydy and the Fenians. It was a special time for all who camemany were strangers, but the door was open to all. Some made music,
whilst others told of brave deeds. There were Gypsies and hawkers with
colourful covered wagons accompanied by silent children and scratchy
dogs. During one session when the singing and the crack was fierce, a tall,
dark man entered the room. He spoke in whispers to Mum and Dad.
Nobody sang, spoke or took a drink. He went to Uncle Thaydy and taking
his hand, recited the Lord's Prayer in Gaelic. He placed a Tricolour over
Uncle Thaydy, and I thought for sure Mum would make me light the heart.
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Fortunately he did not delay, and as the door dosed after him the singing
and the banter returned.
On the evening of the third day, all the people of the village assembled
outside the cottage. Father O'Brien came inside with four big men who
carried a coffin on their shoulders. While Father O'Brien read the "De Pro
Fundis," the four men put Uncle Thaydy in the coffin and sealed the lid.
They carried him out and put him in the back of a horse and trap. With my
Father leading the horse by the reins, he led the procession away from the
cottage and down the lane to the graveyard.
Isaton the porch and watched them go. Uncle Thaydy's last journey was
not for me. I reminisced about going out on frosty evenings with my Father
and looking for Uncle Thaydy. How often we would find him singing to the
stars and laughing at our concern.
As the cortege got smaller I left the porch and humming one of his
favourite songs, I made my way through to the kitchen to see if there was
anything left in the pails.
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Tim Calhoun
Briefly

the day i
stepped into
your eye
through the black portal
the clock in the center
of the village
stopped
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